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AND MAGICAL JOURNEY OF LIFE

A BACKSTORY FOLLOW-UP TO THE AUTHOR’S GNOSIS SERIES:
This spiritual autobiography provides candid context for how the author’s
GNOSIS series came to fruition. That 4-volume set distills more than four
decades of seeking out astonishing answers to enduring esoteric riddles.
The First Edition of the GNOSIS series was published in July 2009 as “GNOSIS:
The Story of How We Begin To Remember” by Book Hub Publishing and Edge
Publishers, LLC.
The revised 2nd Edition initially was published in April 2010 as a Kindle eBook
on Amazon.com® [“GNOSIS FOR 2012: Weaving Science, Spirituality and New
History into the Fabric of Your Future”]. Anonymous feedback from Kindle
customers aided the original publishers in releasing a re-formatted print
version [ISBN: 978-0-9562801-1-4] to gain even further input from readers and
reviewers. Meditation materials that now appear in Volume III were provided
by the publishers at no charge to interested readers of the 1st and 2nd Editions.
A revised 3rd Edition, entitled “GNOSIS FOR 2012 ONWARD” was next released in
April 2012 as a three-part series. The dramatic design shift responded to
reviewers’ feedback on enhancing storyline and content clarity. Volume I was
subtitled “The Story of How We Begin To Remember” [ISBN: 978-1-935991-52-6],
Volume II was subtitled “Weaving Science, Spirituality and Hidden History into the
Fabric of Your Future“ [ISBN: 978-1-935991-54-0], and Volume III was subtitled
The Ancient Atlantean Meditation [ISBN: 978-1-935991-75-5]—all published prior to
SI Millman’s sudden passing.
The currently available 4th Edition was updated in deference to ongoing science
findings, esoteric reviews, research reports, and –again– reader feedback.
Voluntary participants in the extraordinary online message board Forum at the
Official Graham Hancock website [www.grahamhancock.com], which had
publicized the 3rd Edition and honored Dr. Graham as October 2012 Author of
the Month, aided greatly via postings and private messages.

Most importantly, Volume III in the series provides interested readers with
clear specifics and how-to materials on the ancient meditation discussed in
Volumes I, II and IV. Volume III is a lower-cost booklet that is available
wordwide from any Internet bookseller, bookstore or library. The volume is entitled
GNOSIS ONWARD—The Ancient Atlantean Meditation. Its introduction and
Chapters 1-3 succinctly recap Volumes I and II, yet reading those two
preceding works is extremely helpful for fully understanding Volume III. All
are encouraged to gain relevant context by doing so.
There is also a companion, meditation soundtrack called The Ancient
Atlantean Meditation. The entire album can be downloaded at low cost ($2.97
/ £2.37 / €2,67) from all major MP3 music sites, including iTunes, eMusic, and
AmazonMP3.
The main purpose of Volumes I-III in this series was to openly broadcast
astonishing findings from 4+ decades of meandering, global esoteric research
involving visits to most of Earth’s continents. Initially, another aim of the
books had been to reassure some frightened readers that our world would
survive the Winter Solstice of 2012. And since the planet and humanity did
indeed survive, as all editions of this series had clearly foretold, the main goal
survived as the key aim of the June 2013 4th Edition of the GNOSIS ONWARD
volumes.
Later, in December 2013, Volume IV was added due to readers’ many post-2012
queries. That book recounts how –over a period of decades– Dr. Graham’s
international business team of multi-talented, multidisciplinary individuals
patiently investigated scores of traditional and unorthodox tools for assessing
and unleashing human potential. The models and methods ultimately
validated were rooted in a fusion of ancient wisdom and modern insights—
supported greatly by technology. Years of curious, agenda-free sleuthing
yielded a proprietary model of human potential that was based on predictive
success rather than professional bias.
Indeed, systematic, case-study methods were boosted by real-world testing
with regard to Volume IV in particular. However, complete findings were

known only to a few scores of business clients. So disseminating largely
unknown ideas was therefore a primary aim of the fourth publication in the
GNOSIS ONWARD series, whose overarching purpose was simple:
Namely, to openly broadcast astonishing findings from 4+ decades of
meandering, global exoteric and esoteric research.
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ordained as a minister by both the Temple of Knowledge and the Huna Heiau, which also
awarded him its Doctorate of Divinity degree (D.D.) in 2000 after years of dedicated learning
and wide-ranging Gnostic immersion as the author has adapted this term.
In 1998, he focused on making a life transition to a path of authentic service, including select
charitable giving and esoteric contributions. By 2001, he had succeeded in selling his
company’s IP (intellectual property) on a nonexclusive basis to various international buyers.
He was therefore free to disclose decades of discoveries. Accordingly, he began writing two
books that aim to do just this. The first was released in December 2013 as GNOSIS ONWARD—
VOLUME IV: SEEKING A SAGE SPIRITUAL PSYCHOLOGY. In effect, it is an informed sequel to the
late Dr. Scotty Peck’s 1983 classic: PEOPLE OF THE LIE: THE HOPE FOR HEALING HUMAN EVIL.
Dr. Graham’s in-depth exposure to multiple areas of orthodox research was invaluable for the
GNOSIS Onward series. As recounted herein, he applied that unique knowledge to the august
aim of fusing science and spirituality while integrating findings from his decades of research,
travel, inquiry, and sincere seeking to obtain clarity on clues suggested by long-standing
esoteric riddles. This spiritual autobiography unveils the inside backstory.

A FRANK FOREWORD:
I DEPLORE NARCISSISTIC NAVEL-GAZING
“Pride is concerned with w h o is right. Humility is concerned with w h a t i s r i g h t .”
— Ezra T. Benson

I never intended to write a book about my own life. Most such works usually
have seemed vain to me. Or self-serving. My ‘small-town stomach’
energetically turned at the idea of indulging such seeming narcissism.
Both my parents were hard-working, humble, honest, truthful, and generousyet-acclaim-deflecting people. And I greatly was shaped by their traditional
traits. But I’ve since met more than ‘one-too-many’ obnoxious egotists for
digestive comfort. I’ve even been an author on published medical research
relating narcissistic self-involvement to death and disease.
So, after a 2002 “near-death experience” (NDE), I resisted even contemplating a book
such as this for several reasons.
First, even though I clearly knew what actually happened, I was unable
objectively to prove the truth of that amazing NDE episode. Hence, my
recounting could easily become viewed like the rich report of Ellie Arroway
(Jodie Foster’s character) in the film “CONTACT“ (which was based on Carl
Sagan’s science fiction novel with the same title): Amazing yet unverified.
Yet the bottom line for this book is the same as it is in the GNOSIS Onward
series. Each person is free to accept OR to reject anything, or even everything, herein.
Hence I encourage all readers to rely upon your own inner truth meter.
Second, ‘it had already been done’! Other people’s NDE experiences had been
published previously. What could my bizarre life saga add, even with an
unusual near-death twist? How might my more-of-the-same-type-of-story
benefit readers? Everyone instantly will remember the spiritual truth of
incarnation when passing—as I did. I have no need to persuade anyone in the
i

interim. They will, again, know the score soon enough even as popularized
‘proof’ of an afterlife accrues.1
Third, I felt stymied and embarrassed that I was hazy about the first three
decades of life. I have always been blessed with a
razor-sharp memory. I took for granted an ease of
recollection that was virtually ‘photographic’.
But in the early 1980s, I nearly died from an
“untoward” reaction to an anti-pain medicine
prescribed for a running injury. That McNeil
Pharmaceutical was called Zomax®. Its generic
name was zomepirac sodium. It was withdrawn
from sale in March 1983 due to causing a number of deaths from serious
anaphylaxis “in an unpredictable” subgroup of patients. I was saved from
paralyzing anaphylaxis by receiving coincidental medical treatment after a
long run in an isolated area of the San Francisco Peninsula. After two
emergency injections, I rebounded and seemed to regain normalcy.
But over the next several months, an intense nightmare began disturbing my
sleep badly. In that terrifying dream, which recurred about twice a month for
20 years until 11th September 2001, I was trapped in the First Class cabin of a
plane that was flying into a metropolitan area and about to crash into a densely
developed city. I would wake up drenched in sweat, gasping for breath,
alarmed, and emotionally shaken.
In addition, I began to notice that my memories for 25+ years were disturbingly
dim or missing altogether. And they have improved somewhat, but many
have remained faint permanently.
Hence, I’ve consulted (still-living) Dad and pondered intently in writing. Some
engaging episodes have been excised due to my feeling less than 100%
confident in the absolute accuracy of every facet. So you can count on the text
1

For example, watch https://youtu.be/Y5RpbveVC_4
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that survived stringent editing. I offer preemptive apologies that early
chapters are so brief. I am solely a nonfiction author and have been since high
school.
Fourth, I was focused on first fulfilling a life mission. Namely, the challenge of
leaving behind a cogent legacy from 40+ years of wide-ranging research in
original screenplays and a GNOSIS book series conveying ‘Gnostic’ lore.
Such lore is a body of esoteric knowledge2 largely unknown to academics,
historians, journalists and scholars. Its secrets can be found in various places—
some open and some preserved by isolated groups, many of whom have
safeguarded precious ‘fragments of a shattered mirror’.
I had spent decades in a meandering quest to discover, assess and distill
ancient wisdom. Yet, those in the know insisted that screenplays needed to be
based on well-written books that could be read by filmgoers. And such books
would convey a coherent story only after I completed the complex chore of
reweaving scattered threads of information, which I’d gathered over a period
of decades from diverse sources.3 Doing so was daunting.
Fifth, and probably the most invisibly influential as an Enneagram Type , I
feared being publicly shamed by telling the unvarnished truth.
I had never heard of any professional with as many weird experiences as I had
had in life. Many people would judge me strange. I might never land another

From Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia: “Esoteric knowledge, in the dictionary (non-scholarly) sense, is
thus that which is available only to a narrow circle of "enlightened", "initiated", or specially educated
people. In contrast, exoteric knowledge is knowledge that is well-known or public; or perceived as
informally canonic in society at large.”

2

Throughout my books, “Gnostic lore” and “esoteric lore” are used interchangeably, yet they are far
less than fully identical. In particular, “Gnostic” lore signifies a mostly unknown vein of concealed
wisdom; yet, it is often confused with an historical branch of Christian theology well-known to
academics.
Be aware that Gnostic lore is primarily esoteric, while only a small portion of esoteric lore is
“Gnostic” in nature (as the GNOSIS series adopted the term to refer to a nameless, dispersed body of
ancient awareness). Still, there was sufficient overlap –in some respects– that making distinctions at
each point along the way was unnecessary for telling a cogent story.
3
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paying gig! (As my long-time spiritual teacher, Kahuna Lani, sarcastically
might have commented: “Much better to sneak up on death safely….”)
Beyond this, nearly all of the truly terrific travel stories were off-limits. To tell
those location-centered tales might besmirch my word of honor by
inadvertently revealing inappropriate details about high-profile people whose
identities I’d pledged to protect. A man’s word is his bond.
These were defensible reasons to defer writing.
However, relatively recent circumstances inspired me to view this matter in a
different light. During the 2002 Near Death Experience, I was given a clear
choice to migrate to the Great Beyond or to return to this shell I now occupy as
Lewis E. Graham in order to finish work that I had been wishing to get done
for decades.
Obviously, I chose the latter but only after having seen in the netherworlds that
I would endure various extreme hardships if I did come back rather than move
on. That certainly turned out to be true, and since my return I have come to
recognize that the story of what I'd chosen to endure deserves to be told in a
work like this.
As many of us know, much growth comes through struggle. And when I
revisited this truism after returning to the body, I also recognized that in a
work like this –which necessarily includes much of my life story– I should also
discuss some of the less-than-pleasant things that I dealt with prior to an
ecstatic NDE in 2002.
≈

≈

Christians of today hold different spiritual views than early followers of Jesus.
The Rabbi’s adult ministry was an extraordinary one of outreach to the
despised and downtrodden in society. And his teachings brought hope.
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Notably, most fail to realize that early followers of Jesus of Nazareth clung to
reincarnation as a tenet of faith for hundreds of years until the Church rejected it as
non-Canon teaching.
Indeed, the doctrine of reincarnation was quite widely embraced until the 7th
Century. The Church hierarchy then subjected Jesus’s explicit teaching to a
Council vote that condemned soul rebirth as heresy. The
Vatican later persecuted such beliefs as being sinfully at
odds with orthodoxy.
But, when Jesus once announced his cousin –John– to be the
Prophet Elijah who had returned, his listeners took the
statement literally. It meant to them that Elijah’s soul had
reincarnated in a new body. And, they even asked John
about this afterward. In response he gave a modest reply.
Likewise, when Jesus said that a person must be “born again” to
reach heaven, his listeners took that statement literally, too.
It simply meant that one’s spirit needed to return after death to be reborn in
another lifetime as a different human being. To inhabit a new physical body, to
adopt a new social identity, and to expand soul wisdom in another chapter of
incarnate learning.
Reincarnation was a necessary phase in that humans had to be re-born into
new lives repeatedly until they mastered certain challenges of life in the bodily
realms. Only then could they progress beyond incarnated lessons and onward
to a spiritual plane—having completed their learning via earthly lives in
physical form.
Each of us is on course –sooner or later– to gain sufficient soul wisdom and
character to ‘graduate from’ this incarnate level of being. We each will then
progress onward to angelic realms.

v

This is a universal path of ultimately reaching a spiritual plane by completing a
full ‘curriculum’ of learning through earthly lives in physical bodies. And the
graduation point comes after assuming a final incarnate identity during our
last lap in the human race.
Metaphysics uses a unique term for this personal progression beyond being bodilybound: APOTHEOSIS

≈

≈

Both personal experiences and rewoven, ancient wisdom have persuaded me
that progress on one’s life path is boosted by strength and purity of
motivations while shifting into a more spiritually attuned consciousness. But
spirituality is not religion—although many deeply religious people can be
sublimely spiritual.
Nor is mental activity enough to prompt a new kind of awareness to bloom.
I found that such insights arose from expanding my deep, inner understanding.
That shift occurred at a core level that preceded active thought. In a word:
Preconscious.
I have come to believe that each of us chose to be precisely where we are now,
today, and living through the awesomely promising gestation and birth of a
vi

new solar epoch. We are at an astonishing time in human history.
And we all intuitively know which path nudges to notice going onward.
Consequential clues will synchronistically enable each person to seek out
resources for authoring a promising personal path via an individual ‘success
formula’ of one’s own creation.
Gnostic lore again conveys that, although there is no Master Manual, there are
priceless tools and helpful principles. And each person can benefit from such
resources in crafting his or her own, potent and reliable success formula for an
expansive life onward.
This is the real story of my personal discoveries in life; rest assured that –strange as
bits of all this may seem to some– I’m a bit of a ‘fact-nerd’ who lacks the creativity to
make up such stuff.
≈

≈

And the core aim of my now-published GNOSIS series of books was simple: To
provide individual readers with a path toward acquiring valuable resources for
reshaping their own personal futures if they chose to do so.
Hence, readers had the option of adopting specific how-to tools in that series’
Volume III. These invariably assist adopters in gathering reliable information
— without the need for outsiders, experts, authorities or ‘know-it-all’ bloggers.
I navigated that very process and, in doing so, became convinced that we
willingly choose our challenges in life. And that we can gain greater clarity on
living by enthusiastically embracing our highest intent as we entered this
world—regardless of whether we are mentally aware of our incarnate purpose.
There are no victims in this amazing journey.
Only volunteers.
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CHAPTER 1
JUST LIKE JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP…
…I WAS BORN IN A SMALL TOWN
“Teaching kids to count is fine,
but teaching them what counts is best.” — Bob Talbert

By the middle teenage years I had begun to resent the social strictures that
came with being raised in an off-the-urban-path Virginia town. Everyone
seemed to notice the slightest aspects of everyone else.4
In general, people spoke
approvingly in public.
But
nothing
escaped
private
mention—from front yards and
housekeeping to cleanliness and
clothing.
Refined etiquette,
table manners, and polite
comportment were prized. By
contrast, expressing passion
was limited mostly to (rare)
arguments,
sports,
food,
weddings and a few rowdy
churches.
It seemed socially suffocating—like growing up in the claustrophobia of a crowded
elevator!
Yet, my parents were my heroes. Both lived in fidelity to high values with
great depth of character. They were perceptive, well-educated and articulate
optimists. And each enthusiastically endorsed my endless curiosity.
VITAL CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: In compliance with Irish law and publishing practices, except in
cases of published authors or public figures, ALL NAMES IN THIS BOOK ARE FICTIONAL to protect
the privacy of people—whether living or deceased. The only exceptions are this author and several
parties who have given their explicit permission in writing.
4
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For example, they habitually stopped and answered my
continual questions. They both responded as if each and
every young ‘head-scratch’ was genuinely important—
and never childish or silly. My adult self perceives such
offspring affirmation as priceless.
I picked great parents!
≈

≈

BACKTRACKING A BIT.... I was born by Caesarean in a rudimentary community
hospital. The doctor promptly separated me from recovering mom and
ordered formula-feeding by bottle before any of the negative effects (for
Mother or baby) were known. It was an apt way to ‘wean’ a person off the
human birth experience.
My mother’s petite frame was traumatized by that first C-section surgery, and her
health would greatly suffer from the two that would follow over the next five years.
Her physical shock was probably amplified by the deeply secret shame she
covertly carried: As the first-born child, she had been mercilessly abused for
years.
The frequent episodes of severe corporal punishment had been delivered by
Mom’s staunchly religious, similarly-abused mother. So my guileless young
mom was unfairly blamed and beaten for minor misdeeds and exaggerated
failings on a daily basis—to “teach” the younger children by example. Such
treatment today would be deemed criminal by child protection authorities.
To her great moral credit, my precious mother broke the ongoing generational cycle of
punitive abuse.
≈

≈

I have been told that I was a happy, active, adventurous, alertly extraverted
child. At age four I was awarded a Red Cross swimming trophy for children
seven and under. And at that same young age I’d walk half a mile (0.8 km) to
2

a main street bus stop and travel alone to various destinations in town.
For example, I rode the public buses with one transfer to the correct
‘downtown’ stop, exited, walked to a professional building (a converted old
home), and climbed stairs to the top floor (3rd) to visit my dentist before
returning home by the reverse route. Some critics might deem this degree of
self-sufficiency to constitute child endangerment by today's bubble-wrapped
safety standards!
In retrospect, growing up in the safety of a small, Virginia town in the 1950s was an
idyllic way to begin life.
≈

≈

LAUGHTER IS FRUGAL MEDICINE. Dad’s self-reliant Scottish family and Gaelic
heritage fueled a keenly dry wit. Occasional harmless pranks were played. The
extended Graham family even joked about their beloved seasonal gardens.
But they never saw anything funny about their thrifty habits and their creative
solutions to avoid waste—especially anything that might be re-purposed
successfully. So, although composting was rare in the 1950s, they adamantly
insisted that all biodegradables go into an “outdoors pile” on the ground in the
house’s back yard.
My dad’s mom even learned how to weave pine
needles into useful household items. And I still
have a beautiful key basket and napkin holder
that she made more than 40 years ago. Those
two sturdy items have been enjoyed daily for
many decades.
And they remain in use even today!
≈

≈

3

WHAT “GREAT DEPRESSION”? Dad’s very large sharecropper family lived on a
rural Virginia farm in the early-mid 1900s. It was a highly self-sufficient life.
They made their own clothes from farm burlap or, rarely, from fabric bought at
the general store for 1-2 cents per yard. As they lacked power and plumbing,
this required hand-pumping well water and maintaining their own outhouse
toilet. They plowed fields, planted crops, and grew their own food while
“canning“ enough –by preserving it in recycled glass jars– to last far longer
than one winter season. They raised, slaughtered and butchered their own
livestock for meat—conserving the animal fat to make soap. They chopped
wood for cooking and heat.
The many children walked barefoot to a tiny one-room schoolhouse where one,
solitary teacher instructed grades 1-12 simultaneously. Shoes were a luxury
reserved solely for attending church on Sunday. As my father was nearly
youngest, his shoes and belts were always “hand-me-downs” that older
siblings had outgrown.
They lacked nothing yet lived in abject poverty. As sharecroppers, they
bartered a portion of their farm’s bounty for the right to live on the
landowner’s property. The soil they stewarded belonged to someone else.
Objectively, they were severely impoverished—lacking any homestead of their
own.
Yet, in the midst of their daily plenty, they were clueless that they were dirt-poor.
≈

≈

They likewise were clueless that
any “Great Depression” had
befallen America. The mobile
bookstore hardly ever traveled
far into farm areas. So it was
never missed. Ironically, the
only sign was a sudden stream
4

of “city folk” showing up before noon in the 1930s to ask if there were any job
openings. The Grahams would chuckle in replying negatively, but they would
invite the well-dressed strangers to join them for lunch “since it’s our mealtime
and you came all the way out here to ask”.
It took them years to realize that such polite strangers actually had been seeking a meal
rather than a job!
Dad himself finally escaped the daily drudgery of farm life by landing “city
jobs” in his teen-age years. He worked from 4 pm to midnight on the “swing
shift” at a factory and caddied at a golf course on Saturdays. But World War II
was on and he patriotically enlisted under a high-aptitude program.
A battery of stringent test results yielded extremely high advanced performance
scores. These entitled him –as a potential officer– to a full scholarship at
Georgetown University in Washington, D.C. He loved school, achieving top
scores in every class. Nevertheless, as “warm bodies” were needed when his
3rd year of study began, he was reassigned from Georgetown to active duty
despite being only half-matriculated.
He was in the “second wave” of the Normandy Invasion and marked his next birthday
on the European front lines, where he was awarded a bronze star medal for meritorious
service beyond the call of duty.
Dad’s transfer to the Pacific theatre was underway when Japan surrendered.
He returned to Virginia and secured GI Bill educational benefits. Then he
completed the remaining two years of university studies at the top of his class
in a demanding regional college, which awarded him a business degree. After
graduation, Dad landed an executive job as head of Finance in a successful
manufacturing company.
He humbly courted my mom, who worked in customer service for a prominent
bank. As his attractive social superior from an esteemed family, she had other
suitors.
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Yet they fell deeply in love and eventually
married—happily enjoying an unheard-of equalpartnership for years before having any children as
they scrimped and saved to pay off the wedding
bills that my maternal grandparents had refused to
cover.
And they remained commitedly
betrothed for more than 40 years until Mom’s
sudden passing in 1993 after she had suffered
grievously declining health for decades.
≈

≈

MOTHERLY LOVE. I was only two when my younger brother, Thomas
(shortened to Thom), was born by another traumatizing Caesarean surgery.
Most of the early memories are ‘missing’, per the Foreword. I only remember
our mother often was sick in bed, and we were blessed to be cared for most
days by our loving Aunt Daisy.
Our energetic Aunt cooked, cleaned, and dished out soft-spoken wisdom like a
real mom. She tenderly called me “Honeychild” in dulcet tones as she kissed
my forehead. She even helped groom and train my dog. In nearly all ways, I
adored her as if she actually had been my
birth mother.
My young, guileless heart was indelibly
imprinted with her caring warmth. And I
innocently loved her in return.
It was years before I realized that “Aunt
Daisy” was African-American; and, even
then, it never dawned on me that she had been
a nanny-for-hire.
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CHAPTER 2
THE REVOLVING WHEEL OF SUFFERING:
MATERNAL DAMNATION
"Shame is a soul eating emotion"
— Carl Gustav Jung

DOES MEDICINE HAVE TO TASTE BAD TO DO GOOD? Mom’s English-merchant
family of successful shopkeepers was from a higher economic class. They
drove a new car every year. As retailers, the Peters were accustomed to
dealing with people. And they tilted toward social humor.
Unlike the dry Scottish wit
and ironic understatements
that typified Dad’s extended
family, Mom’s “side” told
surprise-ending
jokes
or
stories. Listeners laughed at
the end—when the punchline
was finally spoken.
The
laughs
were
harmlessly
friendly in public. And the
Peters were disparaging only
in private.
As “city folk”, they were
generations removed from
farm life. They habitually ate supper –the evening meal– on fine china while
using sterling silver cutlery, ornate crystal stemware, and cloth napkins. Food
was served from covered china dishes or platters. There was always a fresh
tablecloth on the rich mahogany dining room table, which afforded a view of
the living room piano. And they described their family heritage as “English”.
≈

≈
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DISMISSING DR. SPOCK. Both maternal grandparents were often stern people.
Although they were strict about comportment, this was immaterial to me after
learning polite courtesy from an early age. I was a natural at behaving like a
finishing school graduate.
To wit, I kept my mouth closed when chewing and elbows off the table. And I
already knew to speak in an “indoor voice” only when spoken to—always
addressing adults as “Sir” or “Ma’am” and saying “Please” or “Thank you”. I
loved playing piano but quit lessons when practicing in that living room
became my only keyboard option. Somehow, there was something oppressive
or scary (I’d now say “intuitively deflating”) about being at the Peters’s house.
≈

≈

By age five, I was already showing psychic talents that adults deemed “amazing” or
judged as “of the devil”.
For example, I clearly reported unexpected-event-type dreams to my mom that
soon came true—often the next day. It was a cinch to guess the contents of
wrapped presents. The same was true for the one-to-ten number or primary
color an adult was holding in mind. Also, I announced surprise visitors before
they arrived. And Dad’s occasional calls home (from his office) were always
predictable before the phone rang.
But, I had no idea that Mom had married below her level of social status and
that her parents adamantly had forbidden her wedding—even refusing to pay for it
when she asserted the right to choose her own spouse. And I was mentally clueless
and never suspected that she had been an abused child—physically punished
countless times for years by her God-fearing, fundamentalist Christian mother.
Indeed, I was simply flabbergasted by shock upon learning the abuse truth from Mom’s
sister only an hour before delivering the eulogy at my mother’s 1993 funeral service.
≈

≈
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THE LIMITS OF LAUGHTER. The Peters were inclined to laugh heartily about
most social subjects.
Yet, there was one awkwardly obvious exception.
Namely, my mom’s Cherokee squaw grandmother.
My great-grandparents’ deep love and matrimonial bonding had been
scandalous at the time. Interracial marriage was socially taboo in the early
1900s. And a Caucasian-Indian couple was viewed as socially deviant at best.
So, while my younger brother and cousins were all fair, I had distinct American Indian
and somewhat Asian features—dark hair, olive-red skin, high cheekbones, and brown
eyes with epicanthal folds covering the inner corners near my nose.
I treasured these differences as a young child as they meant that I tanned
quickly and seemed immune to sunburn. While the other kids were lined up,
awaiting protective lotion to be slathered on their pasty skin, I already was
playing in the water.
This gift of dark skin was heaven to an active boy.
≈

≈

TEACHING TIME: LAUNCHING MY MAJOR LIFE LESSON. I had recently turned five
and was playing in our front yard one afternoon when I had a sudden insight.
I believed I probably knew how to find my way on my own to “the drugstore”
(the nearest pharmacy in our area of town).
It was always fun to go there with Mom as the proprietor-pharmacist, Mr.
Sheldrake, consistently offered kids who politely asked a free lollipop-candy
sucker from a special tray on a bottom merchandise shelf. And the last time we
had visited, Mr. Sheldrake had whispered that I was “a big enough boy” to
help myself every visit to one sucker without asking first.
But a treat was the last thing I considered as I ventured on the public walkway to turn
left at the first corner—just finding the recessed building would be challenging enough!
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At the expected spot I turned to my left and was thrilled to see the drugstore,
which I entered through the heavy-glass door. I greeted the checkout clerk and
Mr. Sheldrake before turning to go home. At that point I decided to help
myself to a sucker in order to surprise my mom with proof of my success. So I
retraced my steps and went inside our house after arriving back. I stood in the
kitchen with the paper sucker stick protruding from my mouth.
I swelled with the joy of competence, but my mom failed to notice. So I
followed her into the dining room to no avail. Finally, I plucked the sucker
from my mouth and held it up in the air saying, “Please look, Mother!”
She finally noticed and asked: “Have you been to the drugstore?”
I replied with a big smile: “Yes Ma’am. I walked there all by myself.”
Then Mother asked: “Did Mr. Sheldrake give you that sucker?”
And I answered with an even bigger smile: “No Ma’am. I got it all by myself.”
My mom then suddenly slapped me so forcefully that I spun around, bumping
my forehead against the corner of a dining room chest. I began bawling in
pained bewilderment. I was stunned and in a state of emotional shock as she
took the sucker from me and tossed it into the trash.
It was the first and only time Mom ever hit me; and instantly, I was traumatized.
Then she took my arm tightly and firmly walked me all the way to the
pharmacy as I cried the entire way. I could still feel the painful sting on my
face as strangers stared from their yards and porches. I had no way to describe
the awful emotional state into which I had plunged.
Today I would call it shame.
When we arrived at the pharmacy, Mom marched me to the check-out counter
in the rear. There she insisted that I clearly say despite convulsive sobbing
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through streams of tears: “Mr. Sheldrake, I’m sorry for stealing. Please forgive
me, Sir.”
Nevertheless, I had absolutely no idea what the word “stealing” meant.
≈

≈

That ‘sucker incident’ was a formative experience for my young psyche. It is
how I became a rule-absorbed Enneagram Type . And the Enneagram
system of nine “core trait” types best explains my deep mental-emotional
patterns. So, it’s time for a detour….
WHAT ARE CORE TRAITS? They are enduring personal characteristics that are
more basic than personality features. This includes broad attributes such as
integrity, truthfulness, responsibility and self-honesty.
Core traits are rooted in recurring emotional response patterns that are formed
very early in life. Predictable patterns thereafter steer all subsequent learning
and reactivity. In particular, there is an ancient framework of nine core trait
clusters that is known today as the “Enneagram”.
The original understanding of the “Enneagram” was rich and full. It was
rooted in sacred mathematics, the energies of creation, and bodily neurology.
And it was esoterically transmitted within the context of a larger system that
reflected core trait pattern nuances that seekers could transcend through conscious
awareness.
The “Enneagram” was therefore a useful tool for self-awareness and more
sensitive perception of others. This model is briefly presented in Volume IV of
the GNOSIS ONWARD series. That summary material largely re-appears in
Chapter 3, which comes next.
≈

≈
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A CRITICAL CAVEAT! Contrary to rampant misunderstanding among therapists,
the “Enneagram” is anything but a psychological typology. Indeed, it is far
richer and more profound than current psychological thinkers grasp. This
fundamental truth deserves to be emphasized, and re-emphasized. And
although it may seem to be an apt subject for future writing, conveying such
intricate and mystical wisdom in a book is nearly impossible.
In part, the system’s blueprint illuminates patterns of mind-body interplay. It
does so by revealing detailed maps of how the body’s physical and energetic
centers interact, in a context of sacred mathematics, while clarifying strategies
for reaching states of highest individual expansion.
“Enneagram” wisdom illuminated my own path pricelessly; and, it is invisibly central
in all human patterns and life paths for growing in soul wisdom.
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CHAPTER 3
THE ENNEAGRAM OF NINE CORE TRAIT TYPES
“When we are no longer able to change a situation,
we are challenged to change ourselves.”
— Viktor E. Frankl

BASIC OVERVIEW OF THE ENNEAGRAM OF CORE TRAITS. The Enneagram of Core
Trait Types is a map of human emotional patterns that has nine core positions.
These are illustrated in Figure 5.1 as equally spaced increments around a
unified circle.
Each person can be characterized by one primary cluster of core traits that is
denoted by the single integers listed  through . Core traits underpin the
lessons people gain in life. Plus, they guide the process realizing the brilliance
and purpose of individual experiences along one’s life path.

THE ENNEAGRAM OF CORE TRAIT TYPES
Preservationist
9
1 Achiever

Confronter 8
Dreamer 7

2 Helper

Guardian 6

3 Succeeder
4 Individualist

Observer 5
Figure 5.1
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Although the spiritual system is thousands of years old, it has been
'rediscovered' in the last 20-30 years. Modern research has shown that the
system applies to every individual alive today. And it has become a ‘hot’ topic
among psychologists, in particular.
However, having worked with the Enneagram long before such ostensible
‘people experts’ discovered it, I have been dismayed by the intellectual mindset
they bring. Most therapists essentially view it as a diagnostic tool while
ignoring its non-western origins as a consciousness-description system born in
sacred mathematics and other esoteric wisdom.5
Perhaps this is natural given their observational training. Nevertheless, in my
view they have overlooked the higher purpose that each type is striving to
realize via life experiences (like my life-long path of learning to release fear,
shame, and anger after the emotionally traumatizing ‘sucker incident’).
They therefore fail to perceive the essential genius of each ‘type’. Such sadly
common professional misuse reflects blindness to the Enneagram as a tool of
lifelong learning and a failure to recognize it as a multi-faceted spiritual
roadmap of soul lessons that are prerequisites for Apotheosis.
≈

≈

‘ANCIENT’ HISTORY. The Enneagram ‘map’ was known to advanced initiates in
Pythagoras’s Mystery School –and other ancient sages– who understood it as a
master blueprint for reincarnation progress. They perceived it as a divine
template for spiritually perfecting each soul during a multi-lifetime series of
exposures to the full range of ‘attachment’ traps that ensnare humans.
Pythagoras learned the system from an inner circle of Egyptian high priests.
Indeed, this system is far richer and more profound than current psychological thinkers grasp. As
such, it may yet be a subject for future writing. Again, its blueprint illuminates patterns of mind-body
interplay by revealing detailed maps of how the body’s physical/energetic centers interact, in a context
of sacred mathematics, while clarifying paths for reaching states of highest individual expansion.
5
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(As recounted in the GNOSIS ONWARD series, those priests said they had
received vast knowledge as part of a legacy of wisdom bequeathed by
survivors of a lost high civilization. That society had mostly perished in
massive global cataclysms about 11,500 BCE, formerly known as “BC”.)
Pythagoras’s students then applied this wisdom consciously. They sought to
‘walk’ a high path of self-awareness, kindliness, and utter trustworthiness.

Plato praised this as the Bios Pythagorikos (i.e., “the Pythagorean Way of Life”,
which the philosopher greatly admired).
Similarly, the Enneagram was a wisdom-rich roadmap for me. And in 1978 I
found that mastering the cognitive-visceral skills taught as The Sedona
MethodTM brought a great burst of personal progress in perceiving and shifting
my own unconscious, core patterns. It was the first truly potent tool I had
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discovered. Yet a medically doomed heart patient had created The Sedona
MethodTM—then applied the tool to fully heal and regain extraordinary vitality!
≈

≈

MODERN HISTORY. The Enneagram was ‘brought’ to the West by Georges
Ivanovitch Gurdjieff (G. I. Gurdjieff), who was a Russian-Armenian mystic.
Gurdjieff was born in 1866 and apparently traveled widely in his native Russia
as well as Central Asia, Egypt, India, and Tibet among other places. He
returned to Russia with a map of “pre-sand Egypt”, which was a curious clue
about the original sources of ancient wisdom he had discovered (per Volume II
in the GNOSIS ONWARD series).
In his travels, Gurdjieff learned of an awareness system transmitted via the
dance movements practiced by an obscure sect of Sufis. They acted out
mathematical intricacies through mysteriously fluid movements. But their
meanings were never described using words. Gurdjieff brought the same
philosophy to his unique discipline known simply as “The Work”, in which he
taught students in the early 1900s before his teachers assumed stewardship.
In The Work adherents learned that humans collectively were “asleep”—much
like a robot programmed by biology and social conditioning. But our soul’s
mission is to awake from robotic reflexes that mask the divine nature of
humanity and lead us to behave like “captive livestock”. Accordingly, his
students never learned the entire intellectually seductive system. They only
received exercises for insights that would help to awaken them personally. The
system came to be called the “Enneagram” by other writers based on Greek
words indicating a nine-pointed star.
BASICS OF THE ENNEAGRAM. Each of the nine Enneagram positions reflects a
different core emotional filter that guides how one perceives experiences. Such
individual filters are formed during one’s early years as a result of a uniquely
personal experience –like my drugstore trauma– that is stored in the unconscious
mind’s ‘root directory’ and afterward creates an invisible inner ‘lens’.
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This master lens then silently guides the process of interpreting life events,
responding emotionally, and fueling key motivational energies. Thereafter,
throughout one's years, all subsequent learning and experiences are organized
around and idiosyncratically viewed through the core filter’s emotional lens and
motivational drives.
This process occurs through unconscious mind’s information-processing pattern of
deleting, distorting and generalizing data ‘received’ in life as experiential input.
Figure 5.2 illustrates how the three center numbers at positions ,  and 
correspond to three primary emotional lenses in the Enneagram circle. This
triangle of positions manifests as a triad of core negative feelings in states of
normalcy, stress or contraction. They are linked –respectively– with shame,
fear and anger as well as the unseen inner motivations of seeking to feel that
one has approval, security, or control. As Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel sang
in The Boxer: “…[a] man hears what he wants to hear and disregards the rest.”

EMOTIONAL SUB-STRUCTURE OF THE
ENNEAGRAM OF CORE TRAIT TYPES
Seeking Control
9
8

1

Anger

7

2
Fear

Seeking
Security
Figure 5.2

Shame

6

3
4

5
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Seeking
Approval

o Types  ,  and  represent shame-based core trait patterns, which drive a
search for validation. The center position in this band, Type , is a pure shame
fixation in consciousness that can manifest itself in seeking to be included in
relationships or situations that bring feedback of positive self-image from others.
A ‘pure’ Core Trait Type  reflexively will seek approval.
When Type s feel they have gained robust approval, they expand into the
highest qualities of Type  and feel secure as well. From this high point, they
transcend social contexts as their calm overviews gain even further approval,
which supports expansion states in lasting longer.
But when they feel they have lost people’s approval, Type s manically
contract into the lowest qualities of Type s—feeling insecure and ashamed in
addition. From this low point, they may show volatility by expressing
powerless, out-of-control rage that others find unnerving.
This is the typical continuum of ‘pure’ Type  folks as they operate normally
and either expand emotionally in happiness or, by contrast, crumple under
stress.
Types  and  in this Seeking Approval group are blend ‘personalities’ on the
core trait circle. Type  folks are two-thirds shame-based and one-third angerbased as relentless people nurturers. They expand into individuality and
contract into hot rage.
Conversely, Type  people are two-thirds shame-based and one-third fearbased as individualists who enjoy richness, depth, beauty, and excellence.
They expand into achievement and contract into people-pleasing—which may
sometimes seem blatantly approval-needy to others.
o Types ,  and  represent fear-based core trait patterns, which drive a
search for validation. The center position in this band, Type , is a pure fear
fixation in consciousness that can manifest itself in seeking a clear understanding of
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one’s environment, feelings of ‘safety’, and openness in relationships—including work
processes or the rationale for decisions.
A ‘pure’ Core Trait Type  will seek the illusion of security by vigilance in
focusing externally.
When Type s feel they have gained full ‘safety’, they will expand into the
highest qualities of Type  and feel powerfully in control as well. From this
high point, they can take action that fuels even deeper feelings of security—
which extends their expansion states as they feel both safe and powerful with
ample validation.
But when Type s begin to feel they have lost personal security, they sadly
contract into the lowest qualities of Type . In contraction, feeling both
frightened and invalidated besets them.
This is the typical continuum of ‘pure’ Type  folks as they operate normally
and either expand emotionally in happiness or, by contrast, crumple under
stress.
Types
and  in this Seeking Security group are blend ‘personalities’ on the
core trait circle. Type  folks are two-thirds fear-based and one-third angerbased as fun-loving adventure seekers and visionaries. They expand into clear
observation and contract into judgmental harshness. Conversely, Type
people are two-thirds fear-based and one-third shame-based as clear, cool
observers who expand into powerful decisiveness and contract into selfindulgence.
o Types  ,  and  represent anger-based core trait patterns, which drive a
search for influence or feelings of being personally powerful. The center
position in this band, Type , is a pure anger orientation in consciousness that can
manifest itself in seeking to control and influence business and personal outcomes.
A ‘pure’ Core Trait Type  reflexively seeks control, either actively or
passively, while suppressing overt expressions of anger.
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When Type s feel they have gained sufficient control, they expand into the
highest qualities of Type  and feel validated as well. From this high point,
they can inspire others and show magnetic passion. This gains them even
further control, which supports expansion states in lasting longer.
But the pattern differs when Type s feel they have lost control. At those
times, they fearfully contract into the lowest qualities of Core Trait Type .
They will handle challenges –especially failures– poorly as they feel insecure as
well as powerless and lacking validation. From this low point, they will be
tempted to take some action to quell internal feelings of insecurity and
powerlessness.
This is the typical continuum of ‘pure’ Type  folks as they operate normally
and either expand emotionally in happiness or, by contrast, crumple under
stress.
Types  and  in this Seeking Control group are blend ‘personalities’ on the
core trait circle. Type  folks are two-thirds anger-based and one-third fearbased as vigorous, often pushy dominators. They expand into helpfulness
when they feel effective. But they contract into a withdrawn observation mode
under sufficient stress.
Conversely, Type  people are two-thirds anger-based and one-third shamebased as reformers who skillfully aim to improve while denying the inner
anger they carry. They enjoy their own approval when expanding into
competent transcendence when successful. But they contract into painful states
of melancholy under the stress of failure.
As you already know, my life challenge since age five has been to learn about
the toxicity of denied anger via the continuum of Enneagram Type  states as
I operated normally and either expanded toward Type  transcendence or,
conversely, contracted under stress into Type  misery.
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CHAPTER 4
ENNEAGRAM TYPE  TRAITS AND
OTHER ‘PERSONALITY’ BASICS
“Wisdom is as a flower from which
the bee its honey makes and the spider poison,
each according to its own nature.”
— Manly P. Hall

FURTHER RICHNESS IN THE CIRCLE OF CORE EMOTIONAL TRAITS. As the previous
chapter summarized, the dynamic nature of the Enneagram map is such that a
single person can manifest three generically different clusters of core traits.
These vary depending upon the individual's primary position at points 
through . The red lines in Figure 11.1 depict Type s’ unique dynamics.
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F First and foremost, each individual shows a primary set of core traits in
ordinary life. Regardless of their specific position, all people also can
develop qualities that are characteristic of the two positions on either side of
their primary Enneagram position. The stronger of these two is often called
a ‘wing’ position that is understood as a second-stage stress-coping
mechanism that operates by adopting the higher qualities of an adjacent
‘type’ to avoid temporarily the misery of complete contraction.
In particular, a  can show characteristics of a  or a , which are known
as the 'wing' types of the  position. However, while it is theoretically
possible to develop both wings equally well, people nearly always have
developed the attributes of one wing more fully than the other. The more
fully developed adjacent position is usually referred to as a 'strong' or
'preferred' wing. And such wing reliance seems to preventively assist
people by enabling them to resist tendencies of contracting into
unmanageable stress, at least for a while.
By stepping onto the treadmill of people-pleasing, I developed a stronger  'wing'
adjacent to the  position.
F Second, beyond the wing types and as implied in the preceding chapter,
each individual position shows a predictable pattern of responding to
extraordinary life circumstances. In conditions of threat, uncertainty or
strain, each ‘type’ will contract automatically into an alternate trait cluster.
This change is depicted by the backward direction of moving against the arrow
that connects each type to one (and only one) other type in Figure 11.1. For
example, the right red line shows that when contracted under stress, Type
s begin to manifest certain patterns that are normally associated with the
disintegrated  position.
My first experience of contracting into a painful  position was during my tearful
return to Mr. Sheldrake’s drugstore as an embarrassed five year-old.
F Third, each type may expand into a different, alternative trait cluster when
in a state of relaxation, happiness or openness. This expansive change,
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under conditions of perceived security, is depicted by moving forward with
the arrows that connect each type to one other in Figure 5.1. For example,
when they feel secure and happy, s begin to manifest the patterns and
trait clusters associated with position .
Expansion versus contraction in one’s inner consciousness is therefore an invisible
key to personal fulfillment and success.
The tools detailed in Volume III of the Gnosis Onward series naturally will
strengthen transcendent internal states. This increasingly enables adopters to
live in a resourceful, resilient manner that expansively views life as an
adventure rather than a victim saga.
The Enneagram enabled me to feel full personal accountability for how I responded to
life experiences that involved a state of inner awareness which is related to but
independent of the experiences themselves.
≈

≈

THE LIFE-LONG JOURNEY. As you already know, I would be categorized as an
'Achiever' on the Enneagram of core trait types. (Please see the  position in
Figures 5.1 & 11.1.) This is an emotional/’deep-personality’ cluster in which
underlying anger is denied while its energies are re-directed into focusing
one’s efforts upon accomplishment, improvement and other externalized
problems.
Type s are prone to being overly intellectual and often sarcastically
judgemental in the drive to objectify and weigh factual issues while adhering to
principles of right conduct. They tend to act from an unnoticed sense of
internal rage, intermittently venting their anger upon those who dissemble to
them, who break rules or who violate principles.
Although Enneagram Type s may be successful, their core emotional trait of
anger can hamper their effectiveness with others. More often than not, the
control/approval manifestations of impatience, judgementality, self23

righteousness, occasional arrogance, and overly strong focus on intellectually
weighing issues are the greatest interpersonal obstacles.
Following is a brief introduction to the Enneagram and a summary of some
common Type  characteristics. Because of my candlepower and other unique
features, I may not be fully typical as a Type  although challenged by the
same core make-up and motivations. Hence, this is a generic summary of Type
s’ personal patterns.
OVERALL SUMMARY OF  S' INTERNAL DYNAMICS. To reiterate, Types ,  and
 represent anger-based core trait patterns. The center position in this band,
Type , is a pure anger orientation. Types  and  are two-thirds, anger-based
and one- third fear- or image-based, respectively. Among the three anger
positions, Types  and  are the least expressive while s are the most
expressive. s can be described as 'cold' or denied anger types, s as
'suppressed' anger types, and s as 'hot' anger types.
s naturally focus on evaluating and improving their own behavior and
expanding their achievements. In doing so, they refer to an internalized set of
rules or standards that they often have tested and refined for clarity and
fairness.
s are hard on themselves; they almost constantly engage in self-judgment and have a
strong drive to maintain a sense of having their own approval.
They accomplish this by comparing their acts to rules, goals, or principles for
ideal action. s usually are capable of adjusting their behavior over time in
order to maintain their internal self-validation. More broadly, s deny their
own internal anger and, instead, channel their energy into intellectual
determinations of right and wrong, efficient and slow, or helpful and
obstructive.
It is this denied anger which at once provides the basis for a 's greatest
strengths and weaknesses. s can use the energy of denied anger and rechannel this animating emotion into impatient, achievement-oriented activities
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and a well-developed critical faculty for finding flaws and making
improvements. They can also use the excuse of another's misguided action,
avoidable problem or mistake in judgement to release their denied anger.
Again, this is often done through tone of voice or via sarcasm.
It is in this fashion that the  makes a personal put-down but rationalizes it as
humor or believes he was simply doing so based upon the seeming ‘facts’ of
the situation. The  individual thereby justifies his reaction but he rarely
realizes that the target (or 'victim') received the brunt of far more intense
disapproval than the words conveyed or than the offender deserved.
Often this is counterproductive because it can be off-putting or intimidating to
others, thereby causing them to feel insecure and hampering their access to
developed abilities and inner resources. This is particularly the case when s
vent by expressing anger or briefly lose their temper—something they
occasionally do without advance warning.
An important development step for s is in learning to give themselves and
others ‘slack,’ and the ‘benefit of the doubt.’ s are reductionistic in that they
distil complex subjects to key issues, elements or principles. This reductionistic
style causes s to have the clearest mental environment of any Enneagram
type.
This strength of clarity is a two-edged sword, however, and it can lead s to
become impatient with others—unfairly expecting others to see things as
quickly and as crisply as they do. Often others may find such expectations
overwhelming and may view the  as an ‘intolerant legalist’ who demands too
much and is too serious.
Enneagram Type s are motivated by two parts anger-control and one part
shame-image. Accordingly, they are nearly always focused on behaving in
such a way as to keep their own approval or that of those who are emotionally
closest to them. When s are hurt by another or suffer a set-back, they tend to
react with cold or denied anger and rationalize how to take the right action (or
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how they took it) as a strategy to maintain or regain a feeling of having control
and their own self-approval.
The defense mechanism that s use is called “Reaction Formation”. This
means that they polarize their thinking and attitudes (often rigidly) toward the
‘right’ side of an internal obedience/defiance conflict. Reaction Formation
keeps their real desires and feelings of anger from surfacing into awareness or
from remaining there too long.
Because the Type  profile reflects motivations of two-thirds seeking control and onethird seeking approval, there is a strong tendency to keep or re-gain one’s self-approval
through acting on principles and learning from mistakes.
Accordingly, Type s have a hidden leverage point which involves feeling
respected, accepted, appreciated or loved—depending upon the nature of the
relationship. They receive feedback best when it is given by someone whom
they see as perceiving their intentions accurately and who is willing to
recognize and validate their internal principles while discussing emotions
objectively. This same profile can result in their being jealous and possessive in
relationships as I was in the later teen years.
The range of integration in Enneagram Type s spans a very wide spectrum.
At lower levels, they can be perfectionistic people who are highly critical of
others and prone to continual resentment. At moderate levels of integration,
they can be strongly achievement-driven with accompanying impatience, time
urgency, self-righteousness, and greater sensitivity to thoughts and issues than
emotional states. At high levels of integration, they can be great leaders who
produce transformative change through adhering to ethical principles,
displaying consistency, and fostering an atmosphere of mutual respect that
unleashes the collective intelligence of a team.

 S' RESPONSES TO STRESS. When s initially begin to feel stressed, they
respond with great determination. Their pattern of pluck and dogged
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purposefulness –energized by their underlying feelings of anger– is often
successful in achieving goals. In addition, under initial stress the 's need for
self-validation simultaneously increases. A  may often respond by making a
decision to operate differently after a period of critical self-reflection. In many
cases, such a self-directed change in course often is sufficient to reduce this
type of stress response.
When s move into prolonged periods of challenge, they begin to suspect or
discover that their determined patterns of striving and persistence are
insufficient to accomplish important life goals. As this occurs they display a
characteristic stress reaction. And they take on some of the more negative
characteristics of s.
Their vision becomes narrowed, their expectations become negative and they
can begin to sink in a pool of self-generated 'shoulds' and melancholy feelings.
They become even more chronically impatient—a trait which tends to seem
particularly judgemental to others. In addition, they lapse into a very sharpedged manner of speaking that has the negative social effects cited already.
 S IN SECURITY. When they are relaxed and self-aware, s can demonstrate
the highest qualities of s. In doing so, they are capable of developing
extraordinary vision.
Such transcendent perspectives are especially useful in that s have the
underlying skills and persistence to turn dreams into reality. In doing so, they
can also acquire the cheerful and optimistic outlook of the 'Dreamer' position
on the Enneagram wheel. During such expansive times, s can express a
humorous perspective that lightens their own load of self-criticism while
simultaneously enriching and inspiring others.
A FRIENDLY CAVEAT. The Enneagram provides an unfathomably rich map of
consciousness, and readers cannot learn it from an overview such as this. For
each type, nine levels of internal expansion/contraction exist. And there is one
pure position, two potential wing types, and several gradations of stress versus
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security. In its most basic form, there more than 240 possible clusters across
people.
So, obviously…such a system cannot be transmitted in two brief, illustrative chapters.
≈

≈

THREE (3) OVERARCHING CORE TRAITS. Finally, several core trait features apply
across all nine Enneagram types. They are aspects of what some might call
character.
The next figure displays these three additional core traits. They are: (1) Integrity,
(2) Responsibility and, (3) Non-Intellectualization. As a principle-driven
Enneagram Type , I excelled in cultivating these qualities with one blind spot
of self-sabotage related to anger that became fully visible to me in 2012.
FIRST….
Integrity broadly describes a person’s internal communication, inner rapport,
clear values, and inner congruence between mental and emotional centers.
Over the years, I became increasingly exceptional in this area.
SECOND….
Responsibility refers broadly to a person’s habitual dependability. Higher
levels of this core trait manifest in positive patterns such as candor, followthrough in honoring commitments, predictability in meeting deadlines, and
sensitivity to routine punctuality as well as to calendared events. I had to
jettison people-pleasing to learn the value of candor. This was a benefit of
personal growth initiatives in the 80s and 90s, mostly.
AND, THIRD….
The core trait of Non-Intellectualization refers to internal features that are
mostly invisible in everyday life. Yet they exert vast influence on how a person
operates across a broad spectrum of daily situations.
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Broadly, Non-Intellectualization manifests in an individual’s clarity of internal
perception and conscious-unconscious rapport. Higher levels manifest in
dependable ‘reasoning’ regardless of personal desires and agendas. Higher
levels also fuel greater spontaneity, charisma, improved listening skills, and a
capacity to discern important intuitive signals.
Specifically, Non-Intellectualization has three core attributes. These are the
degree to which one:
• Is truthful with oneself about motivations while generally avoiding false
rationalizations for behavior.
• Acts and speaks without intellectual 'editing' and 'censoring.'
• Accepts rather than suppresses unconscious communications.
The first sub-area was a personal problem for decades in that I never knew that I carried
a tendency to deny internal anger, which resurfaced as a motivational drive after my
disabling brain injury in 2011.
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CHAPTER 5
BRILLIANT LIGHT AT THE TUNNEL’S END…
(AN ANTIDOTE FOR DARKNESS)
"When confronted with any human problem,
turn from the picture and realize
the presence of the divine Spirit in you."
— Joel S. Goldsmith

Thanks to the drugstore incident, I realize in retrospect that I instantly was
frozen into the Enneagram Type  pattern for this life. And then rapidly
mired in some of the more negative Type  characteristics due to contracting
into the lower levels of that Enneagram stress position.
It felt horrible to be motivated by shame with an adrenaline-juiced
undercurrent of fear. Pleasing adults became my main focus. And I did so in
every way an approval-needy five year old could imagine. For example, by
dressing in color-coordinated “Buster Brown” outfits, by feigning an interest in
boring adult conversations, and by docilely complying with all the rules of
kindergarten—which soon began for kids in my age band.
Inexplicably, the experience of being alive had darkened beyond recognition, and I
inwardly despaired in morose sullenness.
At some point thereafter, I began to be terrified by a series of episodes that
indigenous people know as “Infestation” and “Obsession”. These are the first
two stages of psychic invasion by a disembodied spirit that seeks to
consummate the third phase: “Possession”. (This spiritual boundarybreaching process is described in Volume IV of the GNOSIS ONWARD series.)6
Every time I laid in bed before falling asleep at night, I began to feel a distinct
scratching on my cheek and to hear a menacing voice in the dark. The voice
taunted me in a surly tone I had never heard anywhere else. It was ghastly.
6

See Chapter 17 entitled “OPTIONAL: MULTIPLE PERSONALITIES AND POSSESSION”.
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I resisted the frightening presence for nearly a week. And kept myself awake
in the dark as long as possible. This left me sleepy on Sunday after church. So
I decided to take a nap during the afternoon. But the same frightening thing
happened in broad daylight!
So I told Mom who immediately declared we were going to attend Sunday night
services at a church founded by an American missionary couple who had evangelized in
China for years.
We were members of no church and attended a variety of congregations and
services. I am deeply grateful to my folks for this. The breadth of experiences
subtly nurtured an affinity for spirituality more than religion. To this very day
I have felt enriched by such a transcendent outlook.
I thus listened without prejudice to the sermon on Jesus’s ministry of healing
and deliverance. At the end, the minister invited attendees who sought to “be
saved” to approach the front altar and kneel to invite Jesus into their hearts. I
was clueless about what being “saved” meant, but I sure wished to be rescued
from the scary voice that had been disturbing my sleep for days on end.
So I followed the throng to the front and found a low-profile spot near the
piano on the extreme left side. I knelt there, closed my eyes, expected nothing,
but silently said: “Jesus, please come into my heart.”
What happened
immediately is beyond words. It was like being engulfed by a warm soap
bubble moving at light speed.
I felt bathed in a boundless, blissful love radiating from an exalted spiritual being who
was fully aware of me.
I was immersed in a profoundly altered state of being. I felt myself laughing
uncontrollably while also crying tears of utter joyful elation. After savoring the
vast love for a fleeting few minutes, I felt the presence recede with the crystalclear reassurance that life would always be okay regardless of how it might
seem. Then I opened my eyes to discover that…
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…the pastor’s wife was alone with me in an otherwise empty church after 2:30 in the
morning—nearly six hours later!
That was the only encounter I had with the exalted presence, which I clearly
recognized as Jesus, until I died in 2002. Then it was instantly familiar as a
radiant presence ‘floating’ above when I was out of the body during an “NDE”.
In any event, the disturbing, disembodied voice vanished permanently after
that splendid Sunday night. And I ever since have carried a deeply comforting
conviction that life will be okay—regardless of how stressful it has seemed at
any point along the way.
≈

≈

The 1st Grade-year of Elementary (aka Primary) School followed a fun
kindergarten year. And those first nine months of “real school” were truly
positive in my vague memories. I cannot remember the third boy being born.
But I do know Terrence Peters Graham (“Terry”) joined our family three years
after Thomas did. And Mom’s health nosedived after her third Caesarean
delivery; she often was in bed “sick” during the day.
I do recall walking nearly a mile (1.5 km) in each direction between home and
school for all six years of elementary (primary) school. Our house was
distinctly painted pink and therefore a cinch to spot. I also recall weekly
tutoring in French being fun.
I especially remember the joy of learning to print the alphabet letters mostly by
placing bats and balls in unique positions. We only learned the alphabet’s 26
letters inasmuch as reading was to be taught the next year in 2nd Grade.
But my curiosity catalyzed a careful examination of printed letters everywhere.
And somehow, I learned to read “normal words” –i.e., printed ones– without
any formal instruction. However, cursive writing remained largely mysterious,
except for most of the initial capital letters.
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During the summer between 1st and 2nd Grade, I traveled by car with my
maternal grandparents from Virginia to Disneyland in California via Mexico.
The two youngest Peters daughters came along—my Aunts Betty and Jane,
who seemed more like cousins. A matronly family friend came also. And that
cross-country trip was occasionally quite stressful with six people in one car.
I vividly remember being traumatized by a bullfight in Mexico where I enjoyed
the boringly slow show until erupting in hysterical tears when the bull began
to bleed, and I saw blood for the first time in this life. I also recall a paralyzing
episode of acrophobia at the Grand Canyon, where I had to be carried back to
the car by several adults as I lay prone in panic, clinging to the ground.
But vigorously swimming alone in hotel pools each evening along the way
made the day drudgery bearable. Grandfather Peters was amazed by my
aquatic independence. And he was even more astonished that I could read the
newspapers’ “funny pages” to him flawlessly—even though no one had taught
me how to read yet. Reading was to be a main focus in the next school year.
All in all, it was an enriching, perspective-enhancing summer before starting 2nd
Grade—which I cannot remember in the slightest respect.
My very next memory is well into the 3rd Grade year. I was eight and had
never had another encounter with Jesus. So, I decided to read the Bible to
better understand that wonderful experience. I undertook a chapter each night
before bedtime prayers. And the archaic language quickly became easy.
Soon, I was utterly astonished by the sixth chapter of Genesis. The fourth verse
would become a puzzlement that I would ponder and research for years. To
wit, it read:
“There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when
the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare
children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men
of renown.”
—Genesis 6:4 [King James Version]
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≈

≈

Decades of enquiry later, I finally arrived at clear answers. The compelling story of the
World’s true history is told in Volumes I-II of the GNOSIS ONWARD series.
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CHAPTER 6
YIKES! SAME STORY,
DIFFERENT DAY
“That beaten track will lead you nowhere.
There is no oasis situated yonder;
you are stuck with the mirage.”
— U. G. Krishnamurti

My next memory is of the final week of 3rd Grade. Day by day, I had achieved
a perfect attendance record three years in a row: “Never Absent Nor Tardy”.
And the adults treated it as a big deal.
On the last Monday of the school year, at the school’s request, I skipped my
class’s daily hour of outdoor recreation (“Play Period”) in order to rehearse for
a year-ending awards ceremony a few days later. It was to be a school-wide
“assembly” in the main auditorium.
At that finale event, several students would receive public recognition just
before summer vacation began. I would receive an attendance certificate. But
simply repeating the same feat for another three years would snag me an
engraved trophy for perfect attendance throughout elementary school.
At the awards rehearsal I adopted a Type  vision and decided to achieve six years of
unblemished class attendance perfection, which became my very first life goal.
I ran out onto the school grounds for Play Period the next day to encounter a
great surprise. The sandy, secluded area under our giant Holly bush was
vacant! I had always wanted to play there, but a faster classmate invariably
had occupied the spot first, thereby blocking it.
At last after three years, I spent a whole hour playing in the soft sand. At the
end of recess, our 3rd Grade teacher, Miss Kathleen Schmidt, called the class
inside—except for me, whom she told to wait on the porch. Of course, I
obediently did so.
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She stood in front of me and asked: “What did I tell you yesterday?”
In confusion, I stammered: “Uh, please tell me again, Miss Schmidt.”
She responded: “At the end of Play Period yesterday, I told y’all to keep away
from that Holly bush. You’re killing the roots!”
I began to explain that I’d missed her announcement on the previous day as I’d
been in the auditorium at awards rehearsal: “I never heard you bec….”
Without warning, Miss Schmidt forcefully slapped my face and loudly screamed:
“Don’t lie to me—everybody heard!”
I was spun around by the impact. And I was in the same emotional shock that
I’d felt over three years before during the ‘sucker incident’. Miss Schmidt
firmly grabbed my arm and marched me to Principal Grodin’s office and then
onward to the front of our 3rd Grade classroom.
There she demanded that I publicly apologize to her “for lying” despite my
tears of shame. While I did so, the painful sting on my face burned as
classmates stared from their desks. I hated the awful emotional state into
which I had plunged. It was intensely contracted ish shame, once again.
Welcome to a special “GROUNDHOG DAY” screening with “Hotel California” as the
theme song: The Enneagram Type  treadmill….
≈

≈

The ‘Holly bush booster incident’ had benefits. In particular, a painfully unfair
slap again revealed the fallibility of authority figures who make ‘normal’
human mistakes.
People are prone to a species-wide pattern of reacting emotionally to their own errors
with no awareness of the interpretive role they have played in creating falsehoods.
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Beyond this insight, the booster incident accelerated my yearning to feel divine
presence and acceptance—a familiar salve beyond words. So I continued
praying nightly before sleep. Yet I spontaneously began to do so in a strange
cadence of nonsense syllables accompanied by clear pictures. It was puzzling
but seemed somehow natural—my own private “prayer language”.
4th Grade was a year of changes. Thomas started 1st Grade. So we walked to
school together—except for the last stretch where I’d sprint to ensure a timely
arrival. Even though I was always early, there was a perfect attendance record
to maintain!
Yet arriving early brought bullying. Kids had morning pep. And they vented
it by targeting me with name-calling: “Liar” morphed to “Chink” and then to
general put-downs (e.g., “You live in a pink house!”). For the first time, I began
to feel burning, unshakable shame about my Cherokee coloring, appearance
and interests—right down to my American Indian motif lunchbox.
I felt daily relief from schoolyard shame when the opening bell rang, which permitted
hurrying inside to the security of my desk, and began to develop a deep emotional need
to be accurately perceived or clearly understood.
Miss Phelps was an inspiring 4th Grade teacher. And I took such joy in all
subjects that I raised my hand and waved my arm to answer every question she
posed to our class. After a month or so, the teacher reacted to my continual
exuberance by announcing a strict “teacher’s-choice” rule that prohibited handraising and permitted Miss Phelps solely to designate a range of respondents.
This dampened my joy and led to three major effects.
First, I began to lose unusual arithmetic abilities that were like those of young
“Smilley” in Robert Graves' book White Magic as told in a chapter called "The
Abominable Mr. Gunn". Smilley, an early-years classmate of the author, could
give the answer to an arithmetic problem just by looking at it. But he was
punished for doing so and forced to solve problems by showing his work stepby-step, until he lost his unusual talent. I experienced an identical decline.
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Second, my learning style in processing information was primarily Auditory
(hearing-speaking=A) with a secondary Kinesthetic (moving=K) enabler and a
relatively weak Visual need (staring at the teacher or chalkboard=V). This is
called the unique AKV style in Dr. Dawna Markova’s amazing SmartWired™
customizable learning system.7 So keeping my hand down led to postural
agitation. I thus began squirming in my seat and rotating repeatedly toward
the desk’s open side, a position that allowed me to process information
(boosted by lateral eye movements) while affording a view out the windows.
Third, it was during this period that I first remember feeling fascinated by
clouds. As I gazed out the full wall of side-by-side, sash-to-ceiling-height
windows at fluffy-shaped clouds, in particular, I began to notice oddities. The
clouds briefly would assume various distinct shapes that I silently discussed
with myself. And those fleeting shapes were personally meaningful.
It was like the divine was speaking covertly to me through an unnoticed public
presentation—a phenomenon that continued for years.
≈

≈

5th Grade was a mixed year in which my first clear memory is a happy one
involving Thom. We both got new bikes from Santa and rode them everywhere
on weekends, including to our grandparents’ houses.
You may recall that my younger brother, Thomas (shortened to Thom), and I
were just over two years apart. This age difference was perfect for stoking
sibling rivalry.
Yet we were very much alike and intuitively learned to quell fraternal frictions by
bonding in a shared outlook on life.
We lived in the same family and neighborhood. We walked together to-andfrom the same school five days per week. We went to the same churches,
7

See, for example: LEARNING UNLIMITED by Dawna Markova & Anne R. Powell [ISBN: 1-57324-116-4]
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recreation spots, and businesses. And, like our dad as well as Terry, we both
had underlying candlepower in the 400° “superconscious range”—which some
might interpret as a tribally-based group incarnation. In effect, this common
‘soul wisdom’ feature gave rise to a similar cosmic view of life.8
Over time, we developed a unique vocabulary of pithy words and phrases that
captured the essence and irony of people and habitual human patterns. It was
our own private language that also served to poke public fun at others’
foibles—with dry deniability inasmuch as only we got the joke. It was a harmless
varient of the shared madness psychiatry labels the Folie à Deaux syndrome.9
For example, we were visiting Grandmother Graham’s one Saturday when she
atypically dropped a large tea glass. (Her hands were wet, I think.) It
shattered—scattering many shards across the kitchen floor.
In unison, Thomas and I immediately exclaimed “Save it!” as we furtively
exchanged a wry, twinkle-eyed glance, as this was a phrase from our private
Lexicon of short-cut words and phrases. Without any awareness that her
extreme Scottish thriftiness was being covertly mocked, Dad’s mother replied:
“That’s so sweet boys, but it’s prob’ly gone fo’ good.”
We managed to keep straight faces until hopping on our bikes to pedal home.
About a block into the return trip we pulled over to the curb and exploded into
hysterical howling. Our pent-up laughter quickly turned convulsive as we
frantically gasped for air—tears streaming down our cheeks. Our gales of
guffaws finally came to a fitful close. When they at last did, Thom and I
became aware of an unnoticed embarrassment.
We both had laughed so uncontrollably hard that we had wet our own pants!
≈

≈

8

More in Volumes II & IV of the GNOSIS ONWARD series as well as in a later chapter of this book.

9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folie_%C3%A0_deux
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The other two 5th Grade memories are, by contrast, distinctly negative. First,
our teacher gave us the assignment of a no-rules creative project in any form
we chose. I considered many options and –yet again– was reading a framed
Rudyard Kipling poem in our home hallway when I envisioned my creative
project as a thematic collection of several poems on “inner strength” (or, depth
of character in adult terms). I would read them to the class to show what a real
hero was. This is the poem that sparked my inventive idea:

IF … by Rudyard Kipling
If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too;
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or, being lied about, don't deal in lies,
Or, being hated, don't give way to hating,
And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise;
If you can dream - and not make dreams your master;
If you can think - and not make thoughts your aim;
If you can meet with triumph and disaster
And treat those two imposters just the same;
If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to broken,
And stoop and build 'em up with wornout tools;
If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss;
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: "Hold on";
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with kings - nor lose the common touch;
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you;
If all men count with you, but none too much;
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If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it,
And - which is more - you'll be a Man my son!

I spent weeks reading books of poetry—which seemed tougher to get through
than the Bible. Finally, I picked out five perfect poems and typed them rather
well in ALL CAPITALS.
(I’d somehow known that I could type and learned the basics just by watching
my parents. But I was clueless about using the shift & shift lock keys for
adjusting case.) Then I arranged the five poems with “If” as the finale, and
placed them in a cardboard binder onto which I ever-so-neatly printed “WHAT
IS A HERO?”
When Dad got home, I presented my creatve project, which opened with
”Invictus”. He was much impressed and, although I could read my 11-year-old
ALL CAPS text, I asked him to re-type the five poems more neatly so I could
read them better. And he generously agreed to help in improving the look of
what I’d created.
The final prototype was superb. I gripped it proudly in class as I awaited a
chance to present.
But Miss Browning looked it over first and asked: “Who did this project?”
I replied: “I did, ma’am.”
“So, you can type? You typed these five poems?” she queried.
I began to explain: “Yes ma’am, I can type. And I picked out and I typed all
the poems. But I’m not as good as my dad so he….”
She interrupted my explanation and firmly grabbed my arm as she told the
class to wait. Then she led me down to Principal Grodin’s suite where she sat
me down outside as she had a private word. I was utterly confused as Mr.
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Grodin called me in, put a piece of blank paper in the typewriter, and asked me
to type “If” exactly as it appeared in my project book.
So I started, but the font was all in lower case. I looked at it and protested that
I was nowhere as good as my dad. To which Mr. Grodin dismissed me by
inscrutably saying something about Miss Schmidt having been right years ago
as he sent me back to class.
I was still bewildered but felt glad the strange situation was over.
At an assembly I later heard other students in a row behind me gossipping that
Miss Browning had told the class that I’d “point-blank lied” in claiming credit
for the creative project that my parents actually had done for me. Of course,
this was a malicious falsehood. I had spoken truthfully at all times.
But I instantly felt the now-familiar shame of The Enneagram Type  contraction in
consciousness; as Mark Twain said: “A man cannot be comfortable without his own
approval.”
≈

≈

The final 5th Grade memory is also distinctly negative. It involves Kenneth
Goldman—a privileged classmate from a ‘family of means’.
Ken abruptly began to bully me after I befriended two new students—brothers
who obviously lived in relative poverty. After one day of truly nasty abuse, I
cleverly waited at the rarely-used side entrance before school the next morning.
But Kenny found me and began screaming vile names like “Chink”, “liar”, and
“white trash lover”. I kept turning and walking away until the doors-open bell
rang. At that clanging sound, Ken pushed me hard from behind.
I fell forward under the huge Holly bush. My face was in the sand as Ken
jumped on my back. As I struggled to stand up and flee inside to the safety of
my desk, Principal Grodin appeared and shouted: “Boys, no fighting!”
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Ken instantly lied in protest: “But Lewis atttacked me for NO reason! Get this
crazy nut away from me!”
I began to object, but Mr. Grodin sternly said: “Don’t lie to me. Go sit in my
office and wait there without talking until I come for you.”
Of course, I obeyed. By the time Principal Jim Grodin allowed me to go to
class, the final bell had rung. So I was marked tardy. And that’s how my
nearly five-year record of school attendance perfection was blemished. My dad
even intervened to no avail. Rules were rules.
The authority-figure unfairness was staggering. And I smoldered in powerless
rage until my large intestine became so impacted that rectal bleeding began. So
I was hospitalized twice. Yet no medical problem was found.
The second time, doctors removed my appendix “as a precaution” and left me with a
karmic consolation prize—an ugly surgical scar that slowly healed.
≈

≈

I gradually let go of my deep upset over
authority figures' unfairness. After all
I’d arrived at school early in truth. And,
in my young mind, twin insights
percolated.
First, I wondered whether I’d erred in
adopting perfection as a goal. What did
a trophy mean anyway? I already had a
Red Cross trophy for swimming.
And second, I began to muse on what
unexpected surprise might lie ahead. I
accordingly began to feel quite curious.
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I already knew that life would be okay—however it might seem at any point in time.
≈

≈

For interested readers, this was the first poem in my creative project booklet of
select character-related poetry:

INVICTUS … by William Ernest Henley
Out of the night that covers me,
Black as the Pit from pole to pole,
I thank whatever gods may be
For my unconquerable soul.
In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud.
Under the bludgeonings of chance
My head is bloody, but unbowed.
Beyond this place of wrath and tears
Looms but the Horror of the shade,
And yet the menace of the years
Finds, and shall find, me unafraid.
It matters not how strait the gate,
How charged with punishments the scroll.
I am the master of my fate:
I am the captain of my soul.
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Public Domain/Fair Use—Noomega “Shame” art post from social media, Source: GooglePlus, Facebook, and/or
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Associates, Inc., including Serena K. Vit (Switzerland), Georg Muri (Norway), V. E. Clench (UK), the Estate of [the
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Associates, Inc., including Serena K. Vit (Switzerland), Georg Muri (Norway), V. E. Clench (UK), the Estate of [the
late] Alan. H. Brooks (UK), and other intellectual property holders.
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Associates, Inc., including Serena K. Vit (Switzerland), Georg Muri (Norway), V. E. Clench (UK), the Estate of [the
late] Alan. H. Brooks (UK), and other intellectual property holders.
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(Norway), V. E. Clench (UK), the Estate of [the late] Alan. H. Brooks (UK), and other intellectual property holders.
The US Declaration of Independence, Credit: Wikimedia Commons
The Author’s redacted college I.D., Photography Credit to Catherine Heferen: ©Author
The Author’s Master of Science (M.S.) degree diploma conferred by the University of Georgia, Photography Credit
to Catherine Heferen: ©Author
The Author’s Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degree diploma conferred by the University of Georgia, Photography
Credit to Catherine Heferen: ©Author
Public Domain/Fair Use—Helen Keller quote post from social media, Source: GooglePlus, Facebook, and/or
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Acknowledgment: B Holwerda (Space Telescope Science Institute) and J Dalcanton (University of Washington)
The Author studying Origins –a review of Darwinian evolutionary theory– while immersed in 1978 background
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Public Domain/Fair Use—Carl Jung quote post from social media, Source: GooglePlus, Facebook, and/or
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University, Photography Credit to Catherine Heferen: ©Author
The Author’s postdoctoral completion certificate conferred by the Stanford University School of Medicine,
Photography Credit to Catherine Heferen: ©Author
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Public Domain/Fair Use—Public post from social media, Source: GooglePlus, Facebook, and/or LinkedIn
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Northern San Francisco Peninsula, Source: Google Earth, Credit: © 2009 DigitalGlobe, © 2009 Google
The Author’s official Mayor Badge and Department of Public Safety I.D., Photography Credit to Catherine Heferen:
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Photo of Max Freedom Long (1890-1971) about the time of his UCLA graduation, Courtesy of the Huna Heiau
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Public Domain/Fair Use—BizarroComics.com cartoon post from social media, Source: GooglePlus, Facebook,
and/or LinkedIn
Hawaii’s Kalalau Valley, Credit: http://riseofforums.com
Naturally Blooming Hawaiian Flower in a Moist, Warm Climate, Photography Credit to M. M. Dervan: ©Author
Na Pali Coast Trail, Kauai, Hawaii, Credit: ©Author
Honolulu newspaper photo, 1949 (public domain), Courtesy of the Huna Heiau ‘Church.’
Na Pali, Kauai, Credit: Wikimedia Commons, Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document
under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License.
Public Domain/Fair Use—Public post from social media, Source: GooglePlus, Facebook, and/or LinkedIn
M17 – Omega Nebula – Credits: NASA, ESA & J. Hester (Arizona State University) via the Hubble Space
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Summary of FLOW Team development – (Used with Permission by and courtesy of Serena K. Vit)
Public Domain/Fair Use—Albert Einstein quote post from social media, Source: GooglePlus, Facebook, and/or
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Currency photo – Source: CD of “Key Photos—Over 2,000 Royalty-Free Photos” [Credit: The Learning
Company, “© 1997 The Learning Company, Inc. and its licensors.”]
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"Göbekli Tepe site (1)" by Zhengan - Own work. Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0 via Wikimedia Commons – Fair
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GooglePlus, Facebook, and/or LinkedIn
Google Earth view of Sacred Grove on Catalina Island, California, Credit: © 2009 DigitalGlobe, © 2009 Google
The Author’s Doctor of Divinity (D.D.) degree diploma conferred by the Huna Heiau, Photography Credit to
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MH Hensley—used with permission.
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